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QUESTION 1

66. Hengli and the evaluation of the three elements of the swallow system, not included (> 

A. BM: BACkupWinOow 

B. length of time left for the backup system 

C. RPO- Recovery Point OBjeCtive 

D. describes "the maximum number of squads that can be tolerated", and the system teaches you to a certain point in
time before summer. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

According to the nature of use and the requirements for pipe burial, due to the sound of the site, the sound of the site is
caused by the economic and social damage of the electronic letter 1 system. 

A. 3 

B. 4 y>}5^ 

C. S^^ ^ 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

L1 layer of the teaching center to deepen the design goal O (multiple choice) 

A. On the 54 of the design bidding plan), further clarify the main request, refine the design plan and BOQ, and the
design depth meets the construction drawing standard; 

B. daphne interface, to ensure that the design and construction of the various subsystems of the project, K, structure,
water, electricity, HVAC, decoration and other special design to maintain a high degree of 

consistency and coordination; | correct bitter case 

C. rovides technical support for the installation of $ bit (subcontracting construction unit), equipment supplier g project
acceptance; ( > P 

D. The actual situation of the end of the platform, the Huawei (including the third party outside and choose ? the sub-
contractor customer\\'s job responsibility interface to go ^ clear the project\\'s SOW (work and sleep) and support to
determine RM2  

D. BOQ is read-only _ (for example | correct file 

E. SCT imported quotation quotation> (correct case) 
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F. BOQ is the service quotation after the split () 

Correct Answer: ABCDEF 
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